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1 Background

The goal of this study was to estimate the extent of rupture directivity among a population of
thousands of microearthquakes in northern California. We wish to test the hypothesized association
between directivity and the across-fault contrast in elastic properties, emphasizing regions where
this contrast is well-characterized. With partial support from this 2010 SCEC grant, we have
completed a pilot study of over 3,000 events north of the creeping section along the San Andreas
fault (the “southern box” of Rubin [2002a]). We take advantage of waveform similarity between
nearby and nearly co-planar earthquakes, just as we did to obtain very accurate relative locations
[Rubin et al., 1999]. We take spectral ratios between multiple pairs of earthquakes at stations with a
wide azimuthal distribution. Directivity is manifested as a difference in the ratio of high-frequency
to low-frequeny radiated energy with maxima and minima oriented along the fault (essentially a
Doppler effect).

The bimaterial literature is extensive and can be contentious. Weertman [1980] showed that
rupture fronts propagating in the direction of motion of the more compliant half-space are associated
with a reduction in fault-normal stress. This has led to the expectation that earthquakes might
propagate preferentially in this direction (to the SE, in the context of the central SAF). Because
directivity leads to stronger ground accelerations ahead of the rupture front than behind, this issue
is of considerable importance to seismic risk assessment. To summarize the more recent models,
when the sliding friction is too large to allow slip at the ambient shear and normal stress levels,
rupture is possible only in the form of unilateral Weertman-style pulses [Andrews and Ben-Zion,
1997; Ben-Zion and Andrews, 1998; Cochard and Rice, 2000, Shi and Ben-Zion, 2006]. Models
with slip-weakening friction, on the other hand, and a sliding friction smaller than the ratio of the
ambient shear to normal stress, lead to bilateral ruptures, albeit with somewhat lower propagation
and slip speeds at the front moving opposite to the Weertman direction [Harris and Day, 1997;
Rubin and Ampuero, 2007]. Using a more strongly velocity-weakening friction, Ampuero and Ben-
Zion [2008] generated predominantly unilateral pulses in the Weertman direction, although with
sufficiently heterogeneous pre-stress a few events propagated in the opposite direction. Clearly, and
perhaps not surprisingly, the behavior of ruptures on a bimaterial interface depends upon (at least)
the pre-stress and friction law.

Evidence for a bimaterial effect in nature has been elusive. Harris and Day [2005] pointed out
that five of the eight magnitude 4–6 earthquakes occurring near Parkfield since 1934 propagated
to the northwest (NW), while only three propagated to the southeast (SE). Originally this was
thought to be contrary to the bimaterial expectation; however, Zhao et al. [2010] attribute this
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behavior to a complex spatial distribution of the velocity contrast across the fault. Dor et al.
[2006; 2008] reported that near-surface damage occurs predominantly on one side of major strike-
slip faults in California and Turkey. They propose that this results from unidirectional ruptures
that consistently propagate in the Weertman direction, with damage being concentrated on the
tensile (higher-modulus) side of the rupture front. Seismic velocity models are not available for all
of these sites, but those that exist are consistent with this interpretation.

Clear evidence of a bimaterial effect can be seen in the asymmetric distribution of aftershocks
in a catalog of 5,000 relocated microearthquakes along 60 km of the SAF near San Juan Bautista
[Rubin and Gillard, 2000; Rubin, 2002a]. Of the 169 aftershocks occurring within 10 hours and
1 estimated mainshock radius of the mode-II edges of the mainshock (those where the vector
connecting mainshock and aftershock centroids lies within 45◦ of horizontal), 125 occurred to the
NW and 44 to the SE. In a coin-toss such lopsided results have a probability of occurrence of ∼1
in 109. In contrast, beyond the mode-III ends of (above and below) the mainshock, where there
is no bimaterial effect, 61 aftershocks were shallower and 64 deeper. Rubin and Ampuero [2007]
attrbuted the asymmetry to a robust feature of elastodynamic simulations, namely a dying slip pulse
generated as the SE rupture front is slowed and stopped by a stress barrier. Because these tensile
stresses are a purely dynamic phenomenon, after rupture ceases the SE margins of the mainshocks
are left far below the static failure threshold, whereas the NW margins are typically just slightly
below that threshold. Note that in these slip-weakening calculations strongly asymmetric static
stress changes are induced by bilateral ruptures. Very likely this asymmetry could also result from
unilateral ruptures, via the same “dying slip pulse” mechanism [Ampuero and Ben-Zion, 2008].
The point is that aftershock asymmetry need not be diagnostic of rupture directivity. One of the
motivations for the present study is to address this issue directly.

2 Procedure

We search for clusters of earthquakes within our relocated NCSN catalog satisfying criteria of (1)
spatial proximity, (2) sufficiently high cross-correlation coefficient, and (3) sufficiently high co-
herency and signal-to-noise ratio in each of 4 frequency bins below 25 Hz, at a sufficiently large
number of stations. The data to be fit are the logarithms of the ratios of the (multi-taper) spec-
tra of two events at all stations satisfying the cross-corellation and signal-to-noise criteria, after
normalizing the spectra to the same power at low frequency (5 Hz). We use 64-sample (0.64 s)
data windows, and have verified that starting the window 30 samples before or 20 samples after
the P arrival leads to only small differences [Wang, E., and A.M. Rubin, Rupture directivity of
microearthquakes on the San Andreas fault from spectral ratio inversion, manuscript under revision
for Geophys. J. Int.]. We also correct for time-dependent changes in the station frequency response,
due to changes in electronics that occurred at the times found by Rubin [2002b] to coincide with
changes in apparent station delays. As with EGFs, taking the spectral ratio for nearly co-located
events removes (most) station and path effects, leaving (ideally) only information about the source.

To interpret the spectral ratios quantitatively we use the analytical model of Ben-Menahim
[1961] for a horizontally-propagating point source with zero rise time and spatially uniform moment
density. Each event consists of the superposition of 2 such sources propagating in opposite directions
along the fault, and we invert either for rupture speed and length in each direction (so 4 parameters
per earthquake), or fix the rupture speed and invert for 2 lengths only. “Signal” comes from
differences in event size (relatively more power at high frequency for smaller earthquakes) as well
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as differences in directivity. Thus, it is advantageous to include earthquakes with a wide distribution
of both size and directivity in the inversion. We constrain the rupture speed to lie between about
0.5 and 1 times the shear wave speed cs, with a peak a priori probability at 0.85cs. The total
rupture length is constrained to lie within a factor of about 2 of the estimate from the NCSN
catalog magnitude, with a peak at that estimate, assuming the moment-magnitude relation of
Abercrombie [1996] and circular ruptures with a 3-MPa stress drop. Of course real ruptures might
propagate vertically, but with so few steep take-off angles we are unable to constrain this. We prefer
to view this study as a test of the prediction of a preferred horizontal (SE) propagation direction;
vertically-propagating ruptures should appear in the inversion as bilateral ruptures, and both imply
no preference for either SE or NW propagation. Nonetheless, it is evident that by applying such a
crude model to real earthquakes, any robust conclusions will require resolving parameters for many
hundreds of events.

We invert for the model parameters using a Markov chain Monte Carlo technique [Tarantoloa,
2004]. The method samples the a priori probability distribution of model parameters, and retains
those points with a probability that increases with decreasing misfit between the forward model and
the data. The distribution of retained points represents the posterior probability density function
(pdf) of the model parameters. Estimates of the data errors come from both a priori information
(e.g., signal-to-noise ratio of the seismograms) and model misfit.

Figure 1 shows seismograms, spectral ratios, synthetic spectral ratios and posterior distribu-
tions of rupture lengths for two pairs of earthquakes with different extents of directivity. The
posterior distributions are constrained by the spectral ratios shown as well as by those taken with
other nearby earthquakes. For both pairs the seismograms are plotted above the spectral ratios,
which use blue curves to show the ratio of the spectrum of the blue event to the red event and
red curves to show the reverse. The seismograms and spectral ratios from different stations are
sorted from upper left to lower right based on the station azimuth from the SE direction along the
fault strike (indicated above the spectral ratios). The grayscale curves in the bottom panels are
the synthetic spectral ratios of the blue event to the red computed from the posterior samples. The
latter are plotted as 2D marginal distributions of rupture lengths LSE and LNW on the right.

The synthetics in the spectral ratio plots fit the data fairly well, and the directivity that one
can infer directly from the spectral ratios are consistent with the inversion results. The upper pair
consists of two earthquakes with catalog diameters of 80 m separated by only 6 m; they are 2
members of a 7-event repeating earthquake cluster. Despite an average cross-correlation coefficient
exceeding 0.96, there is a clear signal of directivity, with the blue event having relatively more
high frequency energy at stations to the SE and less at stations to the NW. There is also an
asymmetry in signal amplitude, with the spectral ratios being largest at stations to the SE and
close to 1 (log = 0) at stations more than 90◦ from the SE. These observations are consistent
with the posterior samples which show that the blue event is close to bilateral and the red event
is unilateral to the NW (the NW rupture length of the red event is the largest of the 4 rupture
halves, making the signal amplitude largest at stations in the opposite direction). Note that even
at stations with clipped records, such as those at azimuths of 25.5 and 114.1 degrees, the spectral
ratios are consistent with those at their unclipped neighbors.

The two events in the bottom pair are separated by about 200 m and differ in size, with
the blue event much larger than the red. The larger separation leads to greater “noise”, meaning
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Figure 1: Seismic data and inversion results for two earthquake pairs. The blue and red spectral ratios below
each seismogram pair extend from 0 to 25 Hz and are the ratios of blue-to-red and red-to-blue, respectively.
Thus they are mirror images with respect to 0 on the logarithmic scale. The stations are sorted from 0
(upper left) to 180 degrees (lower right) based on their azimuths referred to the SE direction along the fault
strike, independent of which side of the fault the station is on. On the right are the posterior samples of
the rupture lengths of the blue and red events from the Monte Carlo inversions. The synthetic blue-to-red
ratios computed from the posterior parameter samples are plotted as grayscale curves in the spectral plots.

inconsistent variation with azimuth in the spectral ratios, although this noise is still much less than
the large signal of directivity. The amplitudes of the spectral ratios at stations to the NW are larger
than in the upper pair, suggesting that the blue event has very strong unilateral propagation to the
SE. The spectral ratios are asymmetric in that the variation from 1 is generally small (although
somewhat noisy) at stations to the SE, consistent with a smaller size for the red event (that is,
the tendency for the smaller event to have relatively more high-frequency energy at all azimuths
is approximately offset by the effect of directivity of the blue event). That the minima or maxima
in both the synthetic spectral ratios and the data occur at frequencies below 25 Hz at stations to
the NW is due to the large size of the blue event, which has a “hole” in its spectrum at the corner
frequency 1/∆tapp, where ∆tapp is the apparent signal duration at the station.
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3 Results

We use the quantity LSE/(LSE + LNW ) as a measure of the extent of directivity with 0, 0.5 and
1 corresponding to NW unilateral, bilateral and SE unilateral events. Because the inversion was
carried out by sampling the posterior distributions of model parameters using the Markov chain
Monte Carlo method, the inversion results for rupture lengths of each event are a cloud of Monte
Carlo samples in 2D model space. For clarity, Figure 2 shows only the central position of the
Monte Carlo cloud for each event. The color scale indicates the resolution of directivity, defined
as the 90% confidence interval of LSE/(LSE + LNW ); that is, the width of the central 90% of the
posterior probability density function (pdf) projected onto lines with a slope of -45◦. Thus low
values (browns and black) are very well resolved, whereas values >0.5 (yellows and whites) are very
poorly resolved. As expected, the smallest events are not well resolved and are important only as
EGFs for the larger ones. Because of the low resolution of single rupture lengths smaller than 20 m,
there is a lack of central points near the two axes. Since both numerical simulations of ruptures on
a bimaterial material interface [Rubin and Ampuero, 2007] and the inverted rupture propagation
velocities (shown below) suggest that earthquake ruptures may propagate faster in the preferred
(SE) direction, in Figure 2b we plot the central positions of events from inversions in which the
prior distribution of rupture speeds is 10% faster to the SE than to the NW.

The inversion results show that the directivity is fairly widely scattered; there are numerous
approximately bilateral events as well as more nearly unilateral events propagating in each direction.
However, several SE-propagating strongly unilateral events lying near the lower right in the panels of
Figure 2 have no NW-propagating counterparts on the upper left. The SE-dominated propagation
persists regardless of our choice of model parameterizations. The central points in Figure 2b are
approximately a clockwise-rotated version of those in Figure 2a, due to a correlation between
rupture length and rupture speed, making the SE dominance of propagation more pronounced in
Figure 2b.
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Figure 2: Inversion results for the directivity of 3103 earthquakes. (a) Central points of the posterior
pdfs, color-coded according to the resolution of directivity (the width of the 90% condifidence interval of
LSE/[LSE + LNW ]). Only events for which this resolution is < 0.6 are shown. (b) The same but for an
inversion where the a priori distribution of rupture propagation velocities to the SE is 10% faster than that
to the NW.
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In addition to the rupture lengths, the four-parameter inversions also return estimates of
propagation velocities. Since the fall-off of the seismic spectrum with increasing frequency is largely
determined by the apparent rupture duration, for most of the resolved halves in our catalog there
is a significant trade-off between rupture length and propagation velocity. In Figure 3a we plot
the summed posterior pdfs of rupture propagation velocities for individual halves larger than 60
m from an inversion with the same priors for VSE and VNW . The blue and red bars show the
summed rupture speeds to the SE and NW, respectively. The summed posterior pdfs of both VSE

and VNW for halves smaller than 60 m are very close to the prior distribution, indicating very little
constraint from the data on their rupture speeds. In Figure 3a, however, the posterior pdfs are
skewed towards the upper limit of the prior distribution (thick black curve), indicating that the
inversion preferentially chose higher propagation velocities. Moreover, the posterior pdfs in the two
directions are different, with the median velocity to the SE 4-5% higher than to the NW. Because
the inversion penalizes deviations from the prior distribution, it is likely that the actual difference
is even greater.

To estimate the difference between VSE and VNW , we compared the difference in the medians
of the summed posteriors of VSE and VNW to the difference in the priors. For inversions where the
prior VSE was 15% larger than VNW , the inversion reduced this difference to 13.3%. However, when
the prior VSE was 10% larger than VNW , the inversion reduced this difference only slightly, to 9.8%,
suggesting that the actual velocity difference between might be close to 10%. Figure 3b shows the
summed pdfs for this case (note that VSE and VNW are scaled by their own prior S-wave velocities
cs−SE and cs−NW , respectively). Given a 10% difference in priors, the resolved rupture speeds have
almost identical distributions with respect to their own priors. For this reason, for the remainder
of this report we treat Figure 2b (10% higher prior rupture speeds to the SE) as our preferred
parameterization. The sign of the velocity asymmetry, and in a general sense its amplitude, is
consistent with the slip-weakening numerical simulations of Rubin amd Ampuero [2007] and the
laboratory experiments of Xia et al. [2005].
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Figure 3: Histograms of normalized summed posterior pdfs of rupture propagation velocities for earthquake
halves larger than 60 m, with the same prior distribution for VSE and VNW (a) and with VSE 10% larger
than VNW (b). The blue and red bars are for VSE and VNW , respectively; the numbers of summed halves
are indicated on the left. The prior distributions are plotted as a black curve, and VSE and VNW are scaled
by their own prior cs in (b). The medians of the posterior pdfs are indicated by the vertical dashed lines
along with their values.
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To quantify the extent of any preferred rupture propagation direction, we examine the statistics
of the events in Figure 2b that we consider to be “well-resolved”. First note that resolution in Figure
2 appears to be correlated with directivity, in that near the limit of our resolution (event sizes of
60–70 m) the nearly bilateral events appear to be better-resolved (red colors) than the moderately
unilateral events (yellow and orange). This is plausible because for a given rupture length the
spectral ratio amplitudes depend upon directivity. To avoid biasing our statistics in this way, we
impose a minimum length criterion as well as a resolution criterion on events classified as “well-
resolved” ([LNW +LSE ] > 70 m; 90% confidence interval of LSE/[LNW +LSE ] < 0.3). In Figure 4a
we plot the cumulative number of well-resolved events in Figure 2b as function of event size. The
model space in Figure 2b was divided into symmetric regions with respect to the 45◦ line using the
colored dashed lines to compare the number of events with the same magnitude of directivity. As
indicated by the black curve in Figure 4a, 39% of the 887 well-resolved events are close to bilateral,
defined as Lshort/Llong > 0.8 (recall that these may include events that rupture predominantly
vertically). The comparison between the strongly unilateral events (defined as Lshort/Llong < 0.5)
shows that ∼4 times more propagated to the SE than to the NW. The moderately unilateral events
also show a preference for SE propagation, although with a lower SE-to-NW ratio (∼2.4).

To avoid the arbitrary nature of the domain boundaries in Figure 4a, Figure 4b plots histograms
of LSE/(LNW + LSE) for the well-resolved events as a whole (black) as well as those in two size
bins (blue and red for inverted lengths smaller and larger than 100 m, respectively). Comparison of
the blue and red curves shows that the tendency for SE propagation appears to increase with event
size, with 68% of the events smaller than 100 m and 70% of those larger than 100 m propagating
greater distances to the SE. There is theoretical justification for such behavior, in that the normal
stress change at the rupture front increases with propagation speed (Weertman, 1980), and from
fracture energy arguments one expects rupture speed to increase with the rupture dimensions (at
least in the absence of off-fault damage). However, given the correlation between resolution and
directivity near our resolution limit, we are reluctant to conclude that the apparent dependence
upon rupture size is real. Obtaining directivity measurements for more earthquakes could help
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Figure 4: (a) Cumulative number of the 887 well-resolved events in five different regions of Figure 2b,
indicated by the dashed lines in that figure. The cumulative events are plotted as function of total inverted
rupture length LSE + LNW . (b) Histograms of LSE/(LSE + LNW ) for all the well-resolved events in Figure
2b (black) and for those with total inverted length smaller than 100 m (blue, 444 events) and larger than
100 m (red, 443 events).
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clarify this issue.

Despite the clear preference for southeastward propagation, a large number of events propagate
predominantly to the NW. This is unlikely to be due to small-scale reversals of the across-fault
velocity contrast (we routinely make estimates of this contrast in our earthquake relocations, at
the scale of individual multiplets hundreds of meters to kilometers across, and the P-wave velocity
to the SW is everywhere larger than that to the NE by 5-22% [Rubin, 2002]). To investigate at
least one possible explanation for the events propagating to the NW, suggested by the behavior
of a few repeating earthquake clusters with vairable directivity, Figure 5b shows histograms of the
directivity of well-resolved earthquakes that have mode-II foreshocks located to the SE (shown in
blue) and to the NW (red). Here we define foreshocks to be events separated by less than 10 hours
and 2 mainshock radii from the mainshock (the same definition found by Rubin [2002] to maximize
the asymmetry of aftershock occurrence). To increase the number of “well-resolved” events we relax
the definition to L >70 m and resolution <0.4 rather than <0.3 (the distributions resulting from
the two criteria appear similar). Note that most events with foreshocks to the SE propagate to the
NW, while most of those with NW foreshocks propagate to the SE. Thus, although only a small
minority of events have nearby (in space and time) foreshocks, for those that do the location of
that foreshock is a more reliable indicator of mainshock directivity than is the across-fault velocity
contrast. Put another way, the fact that events with SE foreshocks propagate preferentially to the
NW means that for these earthquakes asymmetry of the prior stressing history is more important
that the material contrast in determining directivity. This signal degrades as one enlarges the space
and time windows used to define foreshocks.

It is also interesting to examine the dependence of aftershock asymmetry on mainshock direc-
tivity. Figure 6b shows normalized histograms of the directivity of well-resolved mainshocks with
mode-II aftershocks to the SE (blue) and to the NW (red). As with the catalog as a whole, there
are roughly 3 times as many aftershocks to the NW (42 vs. 15). It appears that both the popula-
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Figure 5: (a) Inverted rupture lengths of well-resolved events which have foreshocks within 104.5 seconds
and 2 times the mainshock radius. Blue and red boxes enclose events which have mode-II foreshocks to the
SE and to the NW, respectively. Different box sizes denote the temporal separation between the two events
(indicated on the right). (b) Histograms of LSE/(LSE + LNW ) of events within blue and red boxes.
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Figure 6: (a) Inverted rupture lengths of the well-resolved events which have mode-II aftershocks within
104.5 seconds and 2 times the mainshock radius. Blue and red boxes enclose events which have aftershocks
to the SE and to the NW, respectively. Different box sizes denote the temporal separation between the two
events (indicated on the right). (b) Histograms of LSE/(LSE + LNW ) of events with aftershocks.

tion of earthquakes with aftershocks to the NW and those with aftershocks to the SE are skewed
slightly toward southeastward directivity, compared to the distribution for all the well-resolved
events (shown in black). In principal one might suspect that this is due to larger earthquakes
having both more aftershocks and greater directivity, but in fact the earthquakes with aftershocks
have a size distribution that is very similar to that of our well-resolved events. However, we note
that preferential propagation of the mainshock to the SE does not seem to be a prerequisite for
aftershock asymmetry. Mainshocks with LSE > LNW have 32 aftershocks to the NW and 12 to
the SE, in the same ratio as for the catalogue as a whole. Mainshocks with LNW > LSE have 10
aftershocks to the NW and 3 to the SE. With the caveat that we are dealing with the statistics of
small umbers, it seems that both those mainshocks propagating to the SE and those propagating
to the NW produce many more aftershocks to the NW, consistent with the interpretation of Rubin
amd Ampuero [2007] that aftershock asymmetry need not be indicative of mainshock directivity.
However, a larger database is needed to settle this question definitively.

4 Conclusions

We performed inversions of spectral ratios of microearthquakes on the northern creeping section of
the San Andreas fault to see if they propagated preferentially to the SE as predicted. For spatially
close event pairs, the normalized spectral ratios at stations with high signal-to-noise ratios, cross-
correlation coefficients and coherencies are azimuthally consistent. The moving point source model
is able to fit the spectral ratio data reasonably well and gives estimates of the rupture lengths in
both directions along with the level of resolution. The results of inversions using different model
parameterizations and data selections all suggest that while ∼40% of the earthquakes in our catalog
are nearly bilateral (Lshort > 0.8Llong), nearly twice as many have LSE > LNW , consistent with the
theoretical prediction, and of those classified as strongly unilateral (Lshort < 0.5Llong), more than
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three times as many propagate to the SE. For events with resolved rupture speeds, the propagation
velocities to the SE are faster than to the NW by ∼10%, consistent with numerical and laboratory
simulations of bilateral ruptures on a bimaterial interface.

Our results also show that events with nearby foreshocks tend to propagate away from their
foreshocks. The relationship between foreshock location and mainshock directivity only holds for
pairs separated by rather small space and time windows, but in those cases the effect of foreshock
location on mainshock directivity is more significant than the material contrast. There is not
a strong correlation between mainshock directivity and aftershock location, suggesting that the
aftershock asymmetry observed by Rubin and Gillard [2000] and Rubin [2002] is not controlled
by mainshock directivity. Rather, we view both the aftershock asymmetry (more to the NW) and
preferential directivity (to the SE) as largely independent manifestations of the across-fault material
contrast.
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